AUTHORIZATION
I / we , ___________________________________________
- following: “ the principal” -

hereby give legal authorization for representing me as lawyer

to

Mrs. Urte Appel, Lahnstr. 42, 35606 Solms, Germany,

in the case _______________________________________

concerning _______________________________________

I.
The authorization includes full legal representation and especially grants the following powers in accordance
with §§ 81, 82 ZPO,
1. to plenary assert claims of the principal;
2. to litigate in front of every German court according to the ZPO (German Civil Procedure Code);
3. to file insolvency applications and to represent in any bankruptcy proceedings, including the authority to
lodge and deny claims and receive an insolvency rate;
4. to motion in divorce matters and to contract agreements on the consequences of divorce, to submit
applications for grant of pension and other maintenance information and to file motions in childhood
things according to § 640 II ZPO;
5. to represent in any other proceeding in litigation front of court as well as before and besides any court
activity;
6. to establish and terminate contractual relationships and to make and accept unilateral declarations of
intent, in particular termination, withdrawal, avoidance, exercise of options, including the authority to
terminate a case out of court or during litigation through negotiations and contract (No. 1000 I RVG VV).

II.
This authorization also extends to secondary and subsequent proceedings, also to deposit methods, and
generally includes the power
1. to accept and delivery service of any kind;
2. to appoint a sub-representative and to grant powers of attorney to a third party;
3. to inspect and to copy any records and documents, as well as to collect, to process and to use data of all
kinds;
4. to interview any person, especially public officials, officers and witnesses;
5. to receive payments, valuables and documents.
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